
When space is at a
premium, and
appearance counts,

Checkpoint’s Strata SX
antenna provides excellent
detection in a compact
package. A sleek
design and a footprint
just 6 inches (152mm)
in diameter make the
Strata SX ideal for
retailers who want
EAS security without
sacrificing aesthetics
or floor space. 

Sensors/Strata® SX

Wide-aisle performance
Featuring high-performance
Strata electronics, a single Strata
SX system provides highly
reliable detection at a 5-foot
(1.5m) opening. Checkpoint’s
state-of-the-art Digital Signal
Processing and Advanced Digital
Discrimination provide superior
detection and virtually eliminate
false alarms. 

Low-profile appearance
With a neutral design and color
scheme, the Strata SX seems 
to disappear into the store
environment. It is made of nearly
transparent, scratch-resistant
clear acrylic with textured gray
decorative inlay and base covers.
Custom inlay and base colors are
available.

Comprehensive tag
compatibility
Strata SX works with
Checkpoint’s complete range 
of 8.2 MHz RF labels as well 
as items source tagged with
Checkpoint’s patented RF
circuits. Tagged merchandise
may be placed near the
pedestals, allowing retailers to
maximize selling space. 

Clear alarm notification
Strata SX features both visual
and audible alarms. In stores
with more than one antenna,
pedestals will alarm
independently. This makes it
easy to identify the area where
the alarm has occurred.

For use in most retail
environments, the 
Strata family of products
delivers the power 
of new RF wide aisle
technology in a range 
of aesthetically
appealing packages. 



Sensors/Strata® SX
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Specifications:

Height: 60" (1524 mm)

Base Diameter: 6" (152 mm)

Weight: 25 lbs. (11.4 kg)

Material: Frame: Scratch-Resistant
clear acrylic* with gray
textured inlay

Power: 110 VAC, 50/60Hz

Electronics: Transceiver

Color: Light Gray high impact
plastic - molded color cover

* Strata SX should only be cleaned
with an ammonia-free cleaner 

Strata SX Strata SX Detection:
One Strata SX provides 2.5 feet of detection on both sides.
Two Strata SX set 5 feet apart provide 10 feet of detection.
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